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Abstract—In this vision paper, we introduce Continuum AI, a
novel approach to integrating foundational AI agents across the
AI-driven computing continuum. By leveraging the seamless in-
terconnection of diverse computing resources, from edge devices
to high-performance computing clusters, Continuum AI aims to
address the challenges associated with the efficiency, scalability,
and sustainability of AI systems. We discuss the current status
of foundational models and the AI-driven computing continuum,
highlighting existing challenges and opportunities. Furthermore,
we explore the research challenges and anticipated benefits
of incorporating foundational AI agents within the AI-driven
computing continuum, ultimately paving the way for a new era
of efficient, robust, and secure AI solutions.

I. MOTIVATION

The rapid advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) have
brought forth a wide array of AI models and agents, revolu-
tionizing various domains such as natural language processing,
computer vision, and reinforcement learning. In particular, the
development of foundational AI models, such as the Trans-
former architecture [1], has enabled impressive performance
gains in multiple AI tasks. However, as AI models grow larger
and more complex, their computational requirements and
energy consumption have increased significantly [2], raising
concerns regarding the efficiency, scalability, and sustainability
of AI systems.

At the same time, the AI-driven computing continuum,
which refers to the seamless integration of various computing
resources ranging from edge devices to high-performance
computing clusters [3], offers a promising avenue for address-
ing these concerns. The AI-driven computing continuum aims
to deploy diverse AI models and agents across this spectrum
of resources, optimizing their performance, scalability, and
adaptability[4]. By doing so, AI models can become more
context-aware and efficient, dynamically allocating resources
based on task requirements, data availability, and other con-
straints [5].

This vision paper introduces the concept of Continuum AI,
which seeks to populate the AI-driven computing continuum
with foundational AI models that together optimize resource
usage and pursue user-set goals. By integrating foundational
AI agents across the computing continuum, Continuum AI
aims to address the challenges associated with the efficiency,
scalability, and sustainability of AI systems while unlocking
new possibilities for the future of artificial intelligence.

The following sections will delve into the current status of
foundational models and the AI-driven computing continuum,
highlighting existing challenges and opportunities for Contin-
uum AI. Additionally, we will discuss the research challenges
and anticipated benefits in integrating foundational AI agents
within the AI-driven computing continuum, paving the way
for a new era of efficient, robust, and secure AI solutions.

II. CURRENT STATUS

A. Foundational Models

Foundational models are large-scale AI models that serve
as the building blocks for various AI applications and tasks.
These models have made significant strides in recent years,
particularly in the areas of natural language processing [6],
computer vision [7], and reinforcement learning [8].

Transformers, a class of neural networks, have proven to be
especially successful in handling a wide range of tasks, such as
language translation, sentiment analysis, and text summariza-
tion [1]. Furthermore, pre-trained models like BERT [6] and
GPT [9] have laid the groundwork for fine-tuning on specific
tasks, thus reducing training time and resources.

Despite these successes, foundational models still face
challenges, such as the need for vast amounts of data and
computational resources for training [2], the potential for
biases [10], and the lack of interpretability [11].

B. AI-Driven Cognitive Computing Continuum

The computing continuum refers to the seamless integration
of various computing resources, ranging from edge devices
and local servers to cloud infrastructure and high-performance
computing clusters [3]. In the context of AI, the AI-driven
computing continuum aims to deploy diverse AI models and
agents across this spectrum of resources, optimizing their
performance, scalability, and adaptability.

This approach enables AI models to be more context-aware
and efficient, as they can dynamically allocate computing
resources based on the task requirements, data availability,
and other constraints [5]. For instance, AI models deployed
on edge devices can offer low-latency and privacy-preserving
solutions, while models leveraging cloud resources can handle
more computationally intensive tasks.

Recent developments in the AI-driven computing continuum
include the emergence of federated learning, which enables
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distributed AI models to collaboratively learn from decentral-
ized data sources while preserving privacy [12]. Additionally,
advancements in AI accelerators and specialized hardware,
such as GPUs, TPUs, and FPGAs, have led to more efficient
AI model training and inference [13].

Despite these advancements, several challenges remain in
the AI-driven computing continuum, including the efficient
allocation and management of resources, seamless interaction
among AI models and agents, and ensuring the privacy and
security of user data. By integrating foundational AI agents
across the computing continuum, Continuum AI aims to
address these challenges and unlock new possibilities for the
future of artificial intelligence.

III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

The integration of foundational AI agents within the AI-
driven computing continuum brings forth several research
challenges. Addressing these challenges will yield significant
benefits, enabling the development of more efficient, robust,
and secure AI solutions.

Efficient Allocation and Management of Resources. One
of the primary research challenges in Continuum AI is the
development of efficient mechanisms for allocating and man-
aging computing resources across the AI-driven computing
continuum. This includes devising strategies to dynamically
adapt resource usage based on task requirements, data avail-
ability, and other constraints [5].

Solving this challenge will enable more efficient AI model
training and deployment, potentially reducing energy con-
sumption, lowering costs, and improving model performance.
This can pave the way for AI systems that can adapt to new
challenges and environments with minimal human interven-
tion.

Seamless Interaction Among AI Models and Agents.
Another critical research challenge is facilitating seamless
interaction and collaboration among diverse AI models, agents,
and systems across the computing continuum. This requires the
development of novel algorithms, communication protocols,
and standards to ensure interoperability and knowledge sharing
among AI models and agents [14].

Overcoming this challenge will foster the development of
more robust and versatile AI solutions, as models can leverage
the strengths of various agents to address complex tasks.
This collaboration can expedite the transfer of knowledge and
expertise among AI models, potentially reducing the time and
effort needed for training and fine-tuning.

Scalability and Generalization Across the Continuum.
Ensuring the scalability and generalization of AI models across
the computing continuum is a crucial research challenge.
This entails devising methods to facilitate the development
of AI models that can easily scale across tasks, domains,
and environments, while promoting broader applicability and
improved generalization capabilities [15].

Addressing this challenge will pave the way for the devel-
opment of AI systems that can adapt to new challenges and
environments with minimal human intervention. It will enable
the creation of AI solutions that are more versatile and capable
of handling diverse tasks and domains.

Privacy and Security in the AI-Driven Computing Con-
tinuum. In an interconnected and distributed AI ecosystem,
ensuring the privacy and security of user data is a critical re-
search challenge. This involves leveraging techniques such as
federated learning [12], differential privacy, and secure multi-
party computation (MPC) techniques to develop AI models
that adhere to stringent privacy and security requirements.

Overcoming this challenge will enable the development of
AI systems that are not only powerful but also preserve user
privacy and ensure data security. This can foster increased
trust in AI solutions and promote their adoption in sensitive
domains such as healthcare, finance, and government.

In conclusion, addressing these research challenges in Con-
tinuum AI will unlock numerous benefits, including enhanced
efficiency, improved collaboration, scalability, and privacy
and security considerations. By fostering a collaborative and
adaptable AI ecosystem across the computing continuum, we
can pave the way for more efficient, robust, and secure AI
solutions that will shape the future of artificial intelligence.
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